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Abstract: Small–size (desktop) robot arms are being increasingly used in research and education, where low–cost implementation prevails over the need for high dynamic 
performance. This paper presents a design of a control unit for a 6DoF desktop robot arm with cylindrical joints actuated with stepper motors. Feedforward control, often 
chosen as a control strategy for stepper motors due to the simplicity of control algorithms, as well as the cost–effectiveness of the solution, is selected as the control method. 
The applicative software with GUI developed in Matlab is presented. A trajectory planner based on the solution of the inverse kinematics problem and the user–selected joint 
velocity profile is implemented. In order to avoid step skipping occurrence, the torque in joints necessary to produce the programmed joints motion have to be achievable by 
the installed stepper motors. As a part of applicative software, the check on the feasibility of the programmed robot trajectories by numerical simulation of solution of inverse 
dynamics problem in Simscape Multibody is performed. The microcontroller is used as an interface device that controls the stepper motor drivers. The applicative software 
communicates with the microcontroller using the TCP protocol. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent technology trends, robot development has attracted more interest due to the introduction of 
Industry 4.0 which has highlighted automation and robotics as part of the potential fields for raising the 
quality of production, automotive and human service industries [1]. Robot arms are used for many 
industrial applications, such as handling, painting, assembling, welding etc. [2]. Due to mentioned trends 
in robot development, there is a demand on the market for small–size (desktop) robots in research and 
education, etc. where low–cost implementation prevails over the need for high dynamic performance [3–
4].  
One of the main components in developing a robot arm includes control unit design. In robotics, stepper 
motors are used as actuators often for low or predictable force/torque requirements, and have proven to 
be an excellent choice for low–cost and small–size robot manipulators due to the ease of controlling their 
position without feedback [3]. 
In this paper, the design of a control unit for a 6DoF desktop robot arm actuated with stepper motors is 
presented. Feedforward control is selected as a control method as a simple and cost–effective control 
solution. To achieve successful trajectory tracking by feedforward control, the step skipping occurrence 
has to be prevented throughout the robot operation. This implies that the torques in joints necessary to 
produce the desired joint motion have to be achievable by the installed motors during entire robot 
operation, i.e. robot must operate under strictly controlled conditions. Herein, this is achieved by 
verification of given robot trajectories based on the implemented robot dynamic model. The applicative 
software with GUI developed in Matlab is presented. The application examines the feasibility of the 
programmed robot trajectories by numerically simulating the solution of the inverse dynamic problem in 
Simscape Multibody. A microcontroller is used as an interface device and it communicates with the 
application software via TCP protocol.  
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, a description of the main features of the 6DoF robot arm is 
given in short. 3. In Section 3, the control system design for desktop robot actuated by stepper motors is 
presented, with special emphasis on 1) the designed applicative software with GUI, 2) the implementation 
of the solution of robot inverse dynamics problem, and 3) microcontroller interface implementation. 
Concluding remarks are given in Section 4. 
2. FEATURES OF 6DOF DESKTOP ROBOT ARM 
Development of the robot design starts with a computer–aided design (CAD) model, and simulation of the 
system motion. The development of the kinematic and dynamic model follows, and is completed by 
designing a control unit for the robot [5].  
At the very beginning of the design of the 6DoF low–cost desktop robot arm with cylindrical joints, it was 
necessary to adopt the kinematic structure so that the obtained inverse kinematics equations are as simple 
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as possible, as well as to enable construction with relatively 
simple production of the parts. The design of the 3D model of 
the mechanical structure is performed in SolidWorks. Stepper 
motors [6] are selected due to the cost–effectiveness and 
simplicity of the control unit development. Toothed belts were 
used herein as a low–cost and simple solution to transmit power 
from the stepper motor to the joints. 
The segments of the robotic arm are made using additive 
manufacturing which enables relatively simple and cheap 
production. PET–G plastics that has an enviable load 
resistance/price ratio is used to fabricate the robot arm on the 
3D printer. The robot mass is 3.9kg, while the maximum payload 
is 1kg. In Figure1, the constructed 6DoF desktop robot arm named AD100 is presented. 
3. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN FOR DESKTOP ROBOT ACTUATED BY STEPPER MOTORS 
Within the development of the control unit, the basic guidelines were the simplicity of development, 
reliability of the control unit, and cost–effectiveness. In Figure2, the block diagram of the control unit of 
the robot arm with six degrees of freedom and cylindrical joints actuated by stepper motors is shown. 

 
Figure 2. The block diagram of the control unit of the 6DoF robot arm AD100 

The applicative software with GUI is developed in Matlab. Programming of the robot is made possible by 
setting the desired robot trajectory via the internal and/or external coordinates. Programming of the 
desktop robotic arm is done in offline mode. 3D visualisation of robot motion for the purpose of verifying 
the given programs is implemented. A separate trajectory planner was developed. Torques required to be 
produced by motors necessary to achieve the desired robot motion are obtained by numerical solution of 
robot inverse dynamics problem in Simscape 
Multibody [8]. TCP standard is used for 
communication between the Matlab GUI application 
software and the microcontroller that drives the 
stepper motors. 
▓ Development of Matlab GUI  
The applicative software with GUI (Figure 3) designed 
in Matlab can be run on Windows, Mac, and Linux 
operating systems. In this study, the software 
package RoboDK [9] was used for users to generate 
robot path programs by offline programming 
methods, and also to produce the robot path for 
visualisation purposes. 
A separate trajectory planner was developed for 
generating trajectories with an implemented solution of the inverse kinematics problem. Joint robot 
trajectories (path, velocity, acceleration) are created based on input/output position and/or orientation 
data, input user choice for generation of the joint velocity profile–linear, trapezoidal, or polynomial, and 
other parameters. Successive joint positions sent to the microcontroller are obtained by interpolation with 

 
Figure 1. 6DoF desktop robot arm AD100 [7] 

 
Figure 3. Matlab GUI 
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an interpolation period of 50 ms. That period of time has been practically proven to be adequate. Clicking 
the Compile button starts the part of the application that calculates the desired motors moments for input 
joint trajectories, which is performed by the simulation diagram in Matlab Simulink. After verifying the 
feasibility of the programmed trajectory based on the possibilities of installed motors, a Matlab script is 
executed, which creates packets of information that are prepared to be sent to the microcontroller. 
In order to perform the desired movement of the robot, by pressing the Send Program (TCP) button, the 
application sends previously formed information packets to the microcontroller using the TCP protocol, 
and finally, by pressing the Start button, the microcontroller actuates the motors and executes the 
movement of the robot according to the trajectory set by the program. 
▓ Implementation of solution of robot inverse dynamics problem 
In order for the stepper motors to be able to achieve the programmed positions and to avoid “skipping 
steps” (ie. to maintain synchronization) throughout robot operation, it was necessary to examine whether 
the required motor torques exceed their capabilities for the obtained joints’ motions throughout desired 
robot operations. A robot dynamic model is time variable, highly non–linear and characterized by coupling 
effects among the robot joints [10]. The solution of the robot inverse dynamic problem, ie. the calculation 
of the required robot actuators’ torques/forces from a specification of the robot’s trajectory can be 
obtained analytically, or by using ready–made modeler/simulator software solutions based on 3D software 
robot models. The latter avoids solving complicated mathematical expressions [10]. 
Here, torques required to be produced by motors necessary to achieve the desired robot motion are 
obtained by numerical solution of robot inverse dynamics problem in Simscape Multibody. The robot model 
is imported from SolidWorks. In SolidWorks, by selecting the Simscape Multibody Link option from the 
Tools drop–down menu, a file with the extension .hml is created, which contains all the necessary 
parameters for creating a dynamic model in Simscape, mass, inertia, center of mass, for each part of the 
assembly separately, as well as the type of joints by which they are connected. 
The simulation model for 6DoF robot AD100 in Simscape Multibody is created and presented in Figure 4.  
The torque/speed curve is obtained from motor manufacturer documentation [6], and is used for 
comparison of maximum permissible load torque without the motor losing the step. 

 
 Figure 4. Simulation diagram for the solution of inverse dynamics problem in Simulink Simscape Multibody 

▓ Microcontroller interface implementation 
The application software communicates with the microcontroller using the TCP protocol. The 
microcontroller program is written in the mikroC compiler. Microchip PIC32MX534F064H, 32–bit 
microcontroller [11], controls the motors using a driver–type DRV8825 [12]. Via the SPI bus, the 
microcontroller communicates with the ENC28J60 gateway [13], which enables communication via 
ethernet with the application software. The electrical schematic contains six more A3144 [14] hall sensors 
for detecting the end positions of the robot's joints. 
Initial loading (before moving robot) of all packages into the memory of the microcontroller ensures real–
time movement control, i.e. avoids traffic jams in communication. The duration of execution of one 
package is 50ms. An algorithm   has   been implemented that calculates the moments of time according to 
the data from the package. Those moments of time are the moments in which it is necessary to change 
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the state of the pins on the microcontroller, for all six motors. The core of the algorithm runs in an interrupt 
routine that allows the robot to move in real time. Based on this algorithm, the distribution of the signal 
pulses sent to the motor drivers is determined. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the design of a control unit for a 6DoF desktop robot arm with cylindrical joints actuated with 
stepper motors is presented. Feedforward control is selected as the control method for stepper motors 
due to the simplicity of control algorithms and cost–effectiveness. The applicative software with GUI 
developed in Matlab is presented. A trajectory planner based on the solution of the inverse kinematics 
problem and user–selected joint velocity profile is implemented. In order to feedforward control to be able 
to achieve successful trajectory tracking, the check on the torque in joints necessary to produce the desired 
joints motion is performed by comparison to maximum achievable moments by the installed motors for 
the desired motor velocity.  This check is implemented as a part of applicative software by numerical 
simulation of solution of inverse dynamics problem in Simscape Multibody based on SolidWorks 3D robot 
model. A microcontroller is used as a cost–effective interface device, and the application software 
communicates with the microcontroller using the TCP protocol. It can be concluded that the basic 
guidelines appointed on the development of the control unit, namely the simplicity of development, 
reliability of the control unit, and cost–effectiveness have been successfully followed.  
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